
Indigenous Entrepreneurship

Lecture: 
• Indigenous Entrepreneurship (IE)
• IE vs Soc Ent
• IE vs Western Ent
• The Indigenous Economy
• Culture & Traditions
• Indigenous Business Model Canvas

Readings:

Video:

D2L: • Colbourne, R. (2017). Indigenous entrepreneurship and hybrid ventures.  In 
Hybrid Ventures. Emerald Publishing Limited. Chapter 4, pp 93-149 

Online: • Jeff Ward TED talk on Indigenous Innovation [14:03]
• Dr Wanda Wuttunee, Aboriginal Business Education Partners, Asper School 

of Business. [13:30]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HjEZO7cWGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Auhf30s9js0


Indigenous Entrepreneurship Key Concepts

• Definition of IE
• 7 Sacred Teachings
• The Seventh Generation 

Principle
• Challenges to IE
• The Quadruple Bottom Line
• Compare and contrast IE with 

mainstream entrepreneurship
• Compare and contrast IE with 

social entrepreneurship

photos courtesy of https://pixabay.com/photos/first-
nation-headdress-feather-908604/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indigenous approaches to business are increasingly recognized as being more conducive to generating resources that are highly valued by entrepreneurs and key attributes to long-term business success.Part of the reason for this is the principles guiding many of these communities and businessesThis week we will discuss what differentiates Indigenous Entrepreneurship from other forms of entrepreneurship and outline some of these principles guiding entrepreneurial efforts in many Indigenous communities.



Land 
Acknowledgement

“Land has rights and people have responsibilities.”

- Elder Albert Marshall Sr.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open with a land acknowledgementI included a quote here by Elder Albert MarshallLand has rights and people have responsibilitiesFor those of you who don’t know, Elder Albert Marshall is a very influential mi'kmaq Elder who developed the idea of two-eyed seeingDiscuss how this presents a different perspective that places onus on us to protect the land.We all know about human’s rights over nature: mineral rights, logging rights, water rights, …What about the rights of nature?Does nature have inherent rights?Should nature have rights?



Toronto is in the 'Dish With One Spoon 
Territory’.  The Dish With One Spoon is a 

treaty between the Anishinaabe, 
Mississaugas and Haudenosaunee that 
bound them to share the territory and 

protect the land. Subsequent Indigenous 
Nations and peoples, Europeans and all 
newcomers have been invited into this 

treaty in the spirit of peace, friendship and 
respect.



Pre-Contact Trade Networks

Prior to contact with European 
explorers, there were extensive 
trade networks across N.A. (Turtle 
Island) allowing for the movement 
of people, goods, services, and 
ideas over hundreds of kilometers.

○ Ramah chert
○ Hopewell bladelets
○ Oolichan Grease Trails (ref)
○ Red ochre (ref)
○ Birchbark Canoes

https://www.ryerson.ca/tedrogersschool/about/indigenous-initiatives/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss what we know about trade in the Americas prior to contact with European explorers because to understand how Indigenous business practices evolved you have to understand where they came from.Prior to contact, Indigenous communities throughout the Americas were not living in isolated communities. There were extensive trade networks across N.A. (Turtle Island) Before there were roads and railways, everything was transported using a system of waterways. Indigenous communities designed lightweight canoes made primarily of birchbark to connect different parts of N.A. through these waterways.The routes were used to connect communities for trade, to establish relationships, transfer knowledge, beliefs and cultural practices, ... These same trade routes were used post-contact to transport furs over a million square miles of wilderness to the ports.Many of the major cities in N.A. are built where ancient metropolises once thrived. These locations typically had strategic importance. The reasons why ancient cultures built cities in these locations are the same reasons that made them so valuable to European settlers.The idea is to gain an appreciation for the thousands of years of learning to live on and with this this land that European settlers built on. We would be where we are today were it not for these ancient cultures and the knowledge they passed down. 

https://aashley.weebly.com/uploads/4/3/8/2/4382474/oolichan_paper_mirjam.pdf
https://opentextbc.ca/preconfederation/chapter/2-5-languages-cultures-economies/
https://www.ryerson.ca/tedrogersschool/about/indigenous-initiatives/


Indigenous Contributions to the Global Economy

• Lightweight birchbark canoes granted access 
to inaccessible areas of N.A.

• Indigenous people of the Americas - the world's 
first horticulturalists.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HjEZO7cWGc

• Rubber
• Kayaks
• Snow Goggles
• Cable Suspension 

Bridges
• Raised-Bed 

Agriculture

• Baby Bottles
• Anesthetics and 

Topical Pain 
Relievers

• Syringes
• Hammocks

@ToddLabrador77

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the significance of birchbark canoes - how this was an Indigenous innovation that made trade possible in N.A.The terrain in N.A. is much different than that of Europe and these canoes granted access to areas of N.A. that would have been inaccessible using European open-water canoes. They made traversing the Canadian landscape possible/practical The canoe has also come to symbolize knowledge sharing between Indigenous peoples and settler Europeans.This was a very different time in our relationship. When true trans-cultural collaborations existed and there was an appreciation for one another and our cultures.Discuss different Indigenous inventions & innovations.Indigenous peoples of the Americas have been called the world's first horticulturalists. Native Americans (mostly in central & S.A.) domesticated and cultivated crops that now make up two thirds of the global agricultural industry. Potatoes, tomatoes, beans, peppers, cacao, chicle, tobacco, chilies, corn, maple syrup, pumpkins, squashes, sunflower seeds, vanilla... all came from the Americas. Play Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HjEZO7cWGc – Play until 5:08

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HjEZO7cWGc


The Indigenous Economy

• Canada is home to 1.6 million 
Indigenous people and over 600 
Indigenous communities. 

• Indigenous entrepreneurs 
remains one of the fastest 
growing demographics of 
entrepreneurs in Canada. 

• There are over 500 community owned Indigenous 
Economic Development Corporations in Canada

• Canada’s Indigenous economy has the potential to reach 
$100-billion in the next five years (Link to Globe and Mail Article)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this slide is to meant to give students a sense of the potential for the Indigenous economy.Might also want to discuss how Indigenous peoples in Canada are growing faster than any other segment. Always be mindful not to talk about Indigenous peoples as a homogenous group.There are 634 First Nation communities as well as Metis, Inuit and urban Indigenous communities in what is now Canada. And each of these communities has its own history, beliefs, culture and traditions. It’s why we say Indigenous peoples or knowledges – to recognize that the Indigenous population in Canada is comprised of many distinct groups

https://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/subjects-start/indigenous_peoples
https://www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/1100100013785/1529102490303


Historical and Contemporary Indigenous Issues

• Systemic discrimination, including historically oppressive 
government legislation and deep-seeded societal bias, has 
led to these communities being largely disadvantaged.

• Indigenous populations throughout the world suffer from 
chronic poverty, lower education levels, and poor health. 

• Only 48 per cent of on-reserve Indigenous peoples graduate 
high school.

• To fully address the inequalities that exist within Canada’s 
entrepreneurial landscape, developing and maintaining 
resources and support networks created by and for 
Indigenous peoples is vital.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approach this section with caution. Do not approach this from a deficit model.It is important to discuss the traumas that Indigenous peoples have endured because this influenced how Indigenous approaches to business and new venture creation evolved. We must also recognize that these traumas do not define Indigenous peoples or culture. This is not a tragedy. This is a story of strength and perseverance in overcoming seemingly insurmountable obstacles.The dire statistics seeing is the direct result of hundreds of years of violence against Indigenous people and a system that was designed to advance an agenda that conflicts with Indigenous interests and ways of being. Violence that continues to this day.Forced economic dependence, social isolation, residential schools, the Indian Act … were all tools used to eradicate Indigenous culture and assimilate Indigenous people into western society. There is a path forward and many believe that entrepreneurship will plays a vital role in the path to community wellbeing.Play Video - 8th Fire Intro - https://www.cbc.ca/firsthand/blog/8th-fire-wabs-walk-through-history

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/editorials/article-more-indigenous-canadians-than-ever-are-graduating-from-high-school/


Background

• The ‘second wave’ of Indigenous development, after direct 
economic assistance from outside, lies in Indigenous 
efforts to rebuild their ‘nations’ and improve their lives 
through entrepreneurial enterprise.

• Indigenous entrepreneurship has received much less 
attention in Canadian legal scholarship than natural 
resource development and impact benefit agreements, 
even though, over the last 20 years, “[e]ntrepreneurship
has increasingly been at the forefront” of economic 
development of Indigenous communities in Canada.” 



WHAT DEFINES 
INDIGENOUS 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
?

"First Nations Art in Our Park" by Dennis S. Hurd is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/43296902@N00/49917282553
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43296902@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


• Entrepreneurship is “the identification of 
unmet or under satisfied needs and related 
opportunities, and the creation of enterprises, 
products, and services in response to these 
opportunities”.

• Indigenous entrepreneurship encompasses 
a broad range of economic activities and 
business forms, but, generally, it is 
distinguished from the “mainstream 
entrepreneurship” by its emphasis on 
community, self-reliance and traditional culture 
and values

• Hindle and Moroz define “Indigenous 
entrepreneurship” as “activity focused on new 
venture creation or the pursuit of economic 
opportunity or both, for the purpose of … 
culturally viable and community acceptable 
wealth creation”. 

Definition

"Please Do Not Disturb" by Sweet One is 
licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/84987970@N00/3981961340
https://www.flickr.com/photos/84987970@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


• [T]he Indigenous Entrepreneur alters traditional 
patterns of behavior, by utilizing resources in 
the pursuit of self determination and economic 
sustainability via entry into self employment, 
forcing social change in the pursuit of 
opportunity beyond the cultural norms of initial 
economic resources (Foley 2000a: 11).

• Contemporary Indigenous entrepreneurs 
alter traditional patterns of behavior and 
utilize resources in the pursuit of self 
determination and economic independence 
by self employment. They force social change 
in their pursuit for opportunity outside of the 
constraints of their social norm.

"Inuit culture at the Canadian Museum of 
Civilization" by shankar s. is licensed 
under CC BY 2.0

Definition

https://www.flickr.com/photos/77742560@N06/8347854027
https://www.flickr.com/photos/77742560@N06
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


Hindle and Lansdowne’s 3 Essential elements 
that distinguish Indigenous entrepreneurship… 

1. The role of Indigenous culture in the management of the 
business. 

2. Accountability to a range of stakeholders beyond equity 
holders. 

3. The need for managers and employees to possess both 
technical business skills and relevant cultural skills.

Indigenous Entrepreneurship is...the 
creation, management and development of new ventures by 
Indigenous people for the benefit of Indigenous people.

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Distinguishing Characteristics of Indigenous 
Entrepreneurship 

• The emphasis on community is perhaps the most distinctive 
aspect of Indigenous entrepreneurship

• Indigenous entrepreneurs often view “the good of the group as identical 
to the good of the individual” 

• Improving the well-being of a community through job creation is a 
benefit of any business, but for many Indigenous businesses this is an 
explicit goal of the enterprise, not an indirect social benefit.

• Promoting the interests of the community does not require sacrificing or 
subjugating the interests of the individual. 

• A community orientation also may cut against mainstream ideas 
regarding the importance of a competitive business environment.

• A second commonality of Canada’s Indigenous cultures is a strong 
connection to the land.

• A strong connection to the land necessitates an environmentally 
sustainable approach to development, and a commitment to 
environmental sustainability is a cultural value held by many Indigenous 
communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes




KEY CONCEPTS FROM 
INDIGENOUS 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

"First Nations Art in Our Park" by Dennis S. Hurd is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/43296902@N00/49917282553
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43296902@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


What is Traditional Knowledge?

• Culturally specific 
knowledge unique to 
Indigenous peoples

• Traditional knowledge is 
knowledge that has been 
passed down and time 
tested

• Knowledge is relational

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand Indigenous approaches to business, I think you first have to understand Indigenous ways of knowing and being.So what is Indigenous knowledge or traditional knowledge?It’s about respecting and appreciating alternative ways of knowing and of being. Because there are important differences between Indigenous cultures and western culture that need to be acknowledged to enact meaningful change and to build true partnerships.Because the strength of these partnerships depends on mutual respectAnd so it’s incumbent on all of us to learn about each other so that we can grow and move forward together.Pt1Seepe (2001) describes it as “intricate knowledge acquired over generations by communities as they interact with the environment.Pt2Traditional knowledge is often talked about as being alive, and most often transmitted orally through stories and of course the teachings are embedded within those stories.Often in academia there is a superiority of mainstream knowledge and approaches to knowledge creation at the expense of alternative ways.Indigenous ways of knowing are in opposition to scientific experimentationTraditional knowledge is quite literally derived from thousands of years of “experiments”It’s knowledge gained from experience - Knowledge at an experiential level, which is valuable.Pt 3There are also differences in how we treat knowledgeKnowledge in western culture is often treated as something that is created and owned. In Indigenous culture, knowledge is relational. It’s something that you come to understand through your relationships with all things and within the scope of your role in creation.



• Humans and nature have a reciprocal 
relationship.

• All life is sacred and equal

• Time is cyclical 

• Long-term and community 
orientation

• The interconnectedness of all things

• The role of spirituality

Ways of Knowing and Being

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pt1Humans and nature have a reciprocal relationship. We take care of nature out of love, not because we have to.You never take without giving (tobacco offering)Spirituality is often grounded in connection to the land.Pt2All life is sacred. It’s also why we sit in a circle - no in front, no one behind, no one above, no one below – Because we’re all of equal value in the circle of lifeWe’ve always been told and have come to understand that we are all relatives – plants, birds, mammals, fish, insects, reptiles – all our relationsAnd thinking about these beings as relatives is a different perspective because if you appreciate these beings as relatives you’ll treat them differentlyTime is treated as cyclical as opposed to linearLong-term orientation – discuss the Seventh Generation PrinciplePt5 - The interconnectedness of all things and the role of SpiritualitySpirituality is something that is often dismissed in the workplace and in academia. The reason for this stems from differences in our definitions of spiritualityTo understand the role of spirituality in this work, we have to first broaden our understanding of spirituality beyond the euro-based definition that limits spirituality to things ‘relating to, or affecting the human spirit or soul as opposed to material or physical things’. Spirituality in Indigenous culture is much broader. It relates to the interconnectedness of all things and is grounded in our relationship to Mother Earth. It's about acknowledging that we do not exist as distinct entities in our worlds. It transcends self-interests in honouring our collective role in all creation. 



The Seventh Generation Principle

• Based on an ancient 
Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) 
philosophy that the 
decisions we make today 
should result in a 
sustainable world seven 
generations into the future.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wHg3enCCyCM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Seventh Generation Principle is the basis of the long-term orientation adopted by many Indigenous communitiesDiscuss what this means for sustainability in business, in relationships, in how we live our lives and the decisions we makeDiscuss how this relates to social and sustainable entrepreneurship.  IE was about SE long before SE was popular. Seventh Generation Principle video [2:35] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wHg3enCCyCM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wHg3enCCyCM


Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this principle mean for investments?Short-term pain for long-term gainSacrifices today pay off in spades tomorrow



7 Sacred Grandfather Teachings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 7 grandfather teachings can be thought of as a type of ethical framework - similar in nature to Aristotle’s virtue ethicsEmphasize the important of appreciating the knowledge and wisdom that has been cultivated over many thousands of years on this land – including these teachingsIndigenous peoples in NA developed ways of being with the land and with each other. They developed societies that were governed not by a list of rules and regulations, but by a system of values that guides the way we interact with others and with the world around us.Ways of being that foster healthy communities and relationships with each other and with the landThese ways of being in many Indigenous communities were grounded in these 7 teachingsTo this day, these teachings are built into the DNA of many Indigenous businesses and continue to guide decision making at every level of these organizations.Listed are a few examples of businesses and communities that have incorporated these teachings into their businesses (Abegweit First Nation Health & Wellness Centre, Mno-Bmadsen, Kama DEI). The seven teachings you see there are imposed on the Medicine wheel. Each quadrant represents a different part of yourself – mental, physical, emotional and spiritualThere are Elders who can talk for days on the teachings embedded within this wheel.



Truth 
is to have integrity in all things, 
especially as it relates to oneself and 
the people.

Wisdom
is to be used for the people; it is borne of 
experience and living the teachings.

Honesty
means to act in a genuine way without fraud 
or deception and with good intentions in 
one’s heart.

Love
is to care for other human beings, including 
future generations, and to be generous with 
them.

Respect
attaches to all things created, including 
nature, creatures, and people.

Humility
is to understand that one is equal to, not 
greater nor lesser than, everyone else.

Bravery
is to face adversity, act, and persevere through 
difficulty.

7 Sacred Grandfather Teachings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definitions draw from (Verbos & Humphries, 2013).Acknowledge that these teachings may mean different things to different communities or even different people within the same community.In Indigenous culture, it’s not about being told how to think or behave, its about figuring that out for yourself. Discuss the importance of understanding that these 7 teachings are all equal and interconnectedNone of these teachings are more important than any other and you can’t truly embody any one of these teachings without the othersVerbos, A. & Humphries, M. (2013). A Native American Relational Ethic: An Indigenous Perspective on Teaching Human Responsibility. Journal of Business Ethics. 123. 10.1007/s10551-013-1790-3.



Exercise: Leadership Values 

• List values that you would consider to be 
opposite to each of the 7 Grandparent 
Teachings

• Identify which of the teachings the 
executives lacked in one habit identified 
in Finkelstein’s (2004) - The seven habits 
of spectacularly unsuccessful executives 
(Link to Finkelstein’s 2004 Article).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Verbos & Humphries, (2013) exerciseRefer to Appendix for instructionsTHE SEVEN HABITS OF SPECTACULARLY UNSUCCESSFUL EXECUTIVES - https://iveybusinessjournal.com/publication/the-seven-habits-of-spectacularly-unsuccessful-executives/Class exercise - 'Leadership Values Exercise' https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257542331_A_Native_American_Relational_Ethic_An_Indigenous_Perspective_on_Teaching_Human_Responsibility

https://iveybusinessjournal.com/publication/the-seven-habits-of-spectacularly-unsuccessful-executives/


The Quadruple Bottom Line



The Quadruple Bottom Line

Quadruple bottom line 
(QBL) provides means to 
measure, value and assess 
the addition of culture, 
spirituality, and faith in 
reporting. This can be 
expressed as people, 
planet, profit and 
PURPOSE. 



Compare & Contrast 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is from a paper out of Australia, but surprisingly relevant



Compare & Contrast 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the differences in terms of Indigenous collectivism versus Western Individualism



Indigenous Approaches to Business

• Success is defined more broadly than economic benefits
• Businesses are:

• A means to support cultural identity and cultural 
practices.

• A tool to empower the community and achieve well-
being.

• Community orientation
• Focus on sustainability
• Long-term orientation
• Non-hierarchical organizational structures
• Collective leadership
• And the crucial role of women in leading communities and 

organizations

https://www.ryerson.ca/tedrogersschool/about/indigenous-initiatives/

Presenter
Presentation Notes


https://www.ryerson.ca/tedrogersschool/about/indigenous-initiatives/


Two-Eyed Seeing (Etuaptmumk)

• Mi'kmaq Elder Albert Marshall.

• The best of both worlds for the 
benefit of all.

• Implies principles of reciprocity, 
mutual accountability and co-
learning 

• Requires both parties to commit to 
ongoing conversation.

Rebecca Thomas https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bA9EwcFbVfg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two-Eyed Seeing – eduap-ta-mukEmphasize that it’s not about one or the other, it’s possible for both mainstream and Indigenous perspectives to co-existOriginally introduced by Mi'kmaq Elder Albert Marshall to build greater capacity for stem programming for Indigenous post-secondary studentsTwo-Eyed Seeing refers to learning to see from one eye with the strengths of Indigenous knowledges and ways of knowing, and from the other eye with the strengths of Western knowledges and ways of knowing,It asks that we see through both lenses simultaneouslyBecause there is value in seeing things differently, in diversity of thought and experiencesIt’s the heart of moving forward together – to achieving true trans-cultural collaboration because embedded within this are principles of reciprocity, mutual accountability and co-learning Most importantly, it requires that we commit to ongoing conversation. It is not a linear process with targeted outcomes. It’s process-oriented, much like the cyclical philosophy and the teachings embedded in the medicine wheel.Play Video [10:54-14:13] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bA9EwcFbVfg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bA9EwcFbVfg


WHAT CHALLENGES 
FACE INDIGENOUS 
ENTREPRENEURS?

"First Nations Art in Our Park" by Dennis S. Hurd is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/43296902@N00/49917282553
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43296902@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


According to the Chapter by Rick Colbourne, what are 
the Challenges to IE?

"First Nations Art" by Logos: The Art of 
Photography is licensed under CC BY-NC-
SA 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/63463553@N07/48276895582
https://www.flickr.com/photos/63463553@N07
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


How would the Business Model Canvas 
Change for IE?

• What new boxes could be added?
• What boxes (elements of a business model) would receive 

less attention?



Indigenous Business Canvas

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Watch: Dragons Den

“In-Class” Group Activity

1. How are the pitches similar?
2. What differences do you see between the pitches from 

Indigenous entrepreneurs and those from non-
Indigenous entrepreneurs?

3. How are the 7 Sacred Teachings represented?

Non-Indigenous entrepreneurs
• The 7 Virtues
• Massago
• Attitube

Indigenous entrepreneurs
• Finawear
• Cheekbone Beauty
• Quemeez

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMxgMXGgV8A
https://www.cbc.ca/dragonsden/pitches/massago
https://www.cbc.ca/dragonsden/pitches/attitube
https://www.cbc.ca/dragonsden/m_pitches/finawear
https://www.cbc.ca/dragonsden/m_pitches/cheekbone-beauty
https://www.cbc.ca/dragonsden/m_pitches/quemeez
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